
Bodyguard 1531 

Chapter 1531: You’re speaking up for him? 

Lin Yi’s last call was six days ago, and he said that he’d arrived at a town called Blizzard town. It was very 

close to the northernmost area according to the coordinates, but the terrain was different from the 

ancient times, and he couldn’t get through no matter how hard he tried. He decided to wait a few days 

for the snow to stop and walk there to take a look! 

After that, the test happened. Lin Yi didn’t want the girls to worry, so he didn’t tell them about it. He 

only wanted to contact them after the test was over. 

Who would’ve thought that after the test, there’d still be so much trouble? how could he leave without 

getting the fruit? During the trial, in order to prevent the teams from communicating with each other 

through satellite phones, there seemed to be signal interference on the ice Mountain. There was no 

signal at all! 

So, even if Lin Yi wanted to contact Tang Yun and explain the situation, he couldn ‘t! But Lin Yi couldn’t 

leave, so he had to contact them when he got back. 

“I hope so …” Tang Yun nodded, but she was still a little worried … 

…………………… 

Sunrise and set, and another day passed. 

The disciples patrolling the area changed batch after batch, but Lin Yi still stood at the entrance, waiting 

for elder Qing to help convince the sect master to give him the fruit! 

Lin Yi’s heart was filled with heartache and helplessness. This was the feeling of defeat in the face of 

cruel reality! 

Lin Yi’s personality was proud and aloof-he’d never lowered his head before any power, not even when 

he faced house Yu, who was stronger than him! 

But he couldn’t do anything at this point-the Ice Palace was too strong, and it was beyond his 

knowledge. He understood that in the face of a force like this, the only way to save Xiaoxiao was to 

lower his head! 

What else could he do? He couldn’t beat her, and he couldn’t snatch her away. Not only would he die 

Here, but Xiaoxiao would also be finished! So all Lin Yi could do was to use his determination to move 

the Ice Palace. 

It was a bit of a joke, but it was the only way! Luckily, Lin Yi had the title of first place-as long as he didn’t 

do anything against the sect’s rules, the sect wouldn’t be able to do anything to him! 

You can’t just kill him because he begged you to treat his girlfriend, right? The Ice Palace was 

overbearing, but they wouldn’t do something like this-no one would say anything even if they did, but 

who would dare come to the next test? 



If anyone who wanted to trade for some treasure was killed just because the item they wanted was 

from the Ice Palace, what would the Ice Palace be? And so, Lin Yi was determined to stay here no matter 

what! 

Lin Yi didn’t know if going back on his word would have any effect, but he knew that if he turned around 

and left, there would be no hope at all! Although a Sky Class master could cure the cold Qi in Xiaoxiao’s 

body, Lin Yi wasn’t sure if they could! 

Old Lin had only read about it from some ancient books, but Liju had verified that the fruit could save 

Xiaoxiao! 

What made Lin Yi suspicious the most was that Zhang Liju was a Sky Class master-since he could make Qi 

gathering pills, and there were two left in the tomb, it meant that he’d already broken through to Sky 

Class, and didn’t need to take Qi gathering pills anymore! 

Otherwise, he wouldn’t believe that a practitioner would just leave these pills unused and bring them 

into a tomb! As for the side effects of the pill, elder Qing had said that it didn’t exist in ancient times, so 

there was no reason for Zhang Liju not to take it! 

And since Zhang Liju was a Sky Class master, why didn’t he help his friend? Instead, he traveled 

thousands of miles to find the fruit? This made Lin Yi feel a little strange-there must be something he 

didn’t know about! 

Unless Zhang Liju didn’t know that Sky Class Masters could cure the poison, but Lin Yi didn’t think that 

was a valid reason. With Zhang Liju’s knowledge and wide network, there was no way he wouldn’t know 

what he and old Lin knew. 

And so, Lin Yi guessed that maybe the fire Spirit’s fruit was even more effective than a Sky Class? Or, 

would there be any defects after treatment? 

This was also the reason why Lin Yi didn’t choose to give up. The future was unknown, he had to grasp 

the present! 

“Sect master, Ling Yi’s still outside …” Qing said when she came to see the sect master in the morning. 

“Aunt Qing, why do I feel like you’re speaking up for that Ling Yi?” The sect master couldn’t help but 

laugh.”Did you not drive him away on purpose and let him stay here so that he can move me?” 

“This …” Xiao Qing was a little embarrassed that her thoughts had been exposed.”Palace Master, I just 

feel that Ling Yi is a pitiful child. I’m a soft-hearted person, you know that …” 

“Yeah, I know … If you didn’t pick me up, I would’ve frozen to death on the streets …” The sect master 

sighed,””Aunt Qing, I’m not blaming you-I should help since you’ve already said so, but you know how 

important the fruit is to the Ice Palace … So if he can’t show any evidence to prove that he can really find 

a refiner, I can’t promise him! I may have full control of the Ice Palace now, but there’s still the elder 

Council-as long as it doesn’t go against the sect’s interests, I can do what I say. But if I do something 

against the sect’s interests, the elder Council will overrule me even if I’m the sect master, although they 

won’t use this power easily!” 



“I’m also a member of the elder Council, so of course I know … But, if you can really find an Alchemist, 

you won’t need the fire Spirit’s fruit anymore with the icy heart Jadestone pill. I can take care of the 

elder Council!” At this point, Qing Zhu revealed her domineering aura for the first time! 

In front of the sect master, she’d been respectful, but more of it was kindness and love-in the Council, 

Qing was definitely on the same level as the elder! Even the great elder did not dare to easily refute little 

Qing’s words! 

This was also why the sect master was able to take control of the sect at such a young age-without 

Qing’s support, it wouldn’t have been as easy as it was now, even with the sect master and the Grand 

elder’s support! 

Chapter 1532: I’ll give you a chance 

The sect master knew of aunt Qing’s past-she knew that she’d suffered some setbacks in her love life 

when she was young, and so she valued men who valued relationships! “Aunt Qing,” the sect master 

said helplessly,”are you sure he wants the fruit to treat his girlfriend? From what I know, the fire Spirit’s 

fruit isn’t a herb, is it?” 

The sect master’s heart was starting to relax-the fruit was precious, but since aunt Qing had said so, she 

couldn’t just reject her too much. She’d raised her up after all, and while they weren’t mother and 

daughter, they were closer than mother and daughter! 

The sect master knew that aunt Qing was only discussing this with her out of respect for her-with her 

position in the Council, even if she just gave the fruit away, the Grand Elder would only be unhappy, but 

wouldn’t dare stop her. 

And since aunt Qing had done this, how could the sect master not care about her face? 

However, she didn’t know Ling Yi-she naturally didn’t trust a stranger! Plus, Ling one’s strength was just 

too weak in her eyes, too insignificant-he was only a little stronger than a mortal, and so the sect 

master’s promise to him was just a joke! 

A rogue cultivator could find an Alchemist? When did alchemy become such a worthless profession? If 

he was from an ancient sect, it would be believable that he could find a pill master! 

“I’m not sure about that, but it seems to be the case. He carried his girlfriend the whole time during the 

trial. This is enough to make me believe that what he said is true!” Qing said. 

“Since he’s loyal, then tell him to stand at the door. If he can stand there for half a month without 

eating, drinking, or sleeping, then I’ll believe him!” “If not, then ask him to leave!” The sect master said. 

“Half a month …” Qing Zhu smiled bitterly.”Palace Master, it’s fine if a Mystic doesn’t eat or sleep for 

three days, but half a month, isn’t that a bit too much? Although the spiritual Qi in our mountain is rich, 

even if he keeps on cultivating, the Qi He gets won’t be enough for his body to consume every day …” 

“Aunt Qing, I’m just testing him-what if some random guy comes and says he’s going to save his 

girlfriend? if you’re kind enough, our entire Ice Palace won’t have enough to give him!” For once, the 

sect master joked in front of Qing.”When he can’t hold on any longer and faints, you can go and wake 

him up!” 



“This … Is good!” Qing Zhu hesitated for a moment before nodding. 

Seeing elder Qing’s figure, Lin Yi finally relaxed-it seemed that the Ice Palace couldn’t just ignore her! 

“Ling Yi, why aren’t you leaving?” Little Qing’s figure floated over, and when she saw Ling Yi, she asked 

indifferently. 

“Elder Qing has not agreed to my request, so I can only wait here! The fruit means a lot to my girlfriend, 

I don’t want to lose this chance. ” Lin Yi said respectfully. 

“Alright, since you’re treating this as an opportunity, I’ll fulfill your wish!” Qing nodded and said in a 

serious tone. 

“Senior, please speak!” Lin Yi thought that elder Qing would just leave after a few words like before, but 

she did! And so, while Lin Yi was overjoyed, he changed the way he addressed elder Qing to senior! 

Of course, whether it was strength or age, Lin Yi didn’t mind calling her senior! 

“You said that you want the fruit to cure your girlfriend, and that you’ll pay any price for it, is that 

right?” Little Qing asked. 

“Yes, senior!” Lin Yi said without hesitation. 

“Alright, then you can just stand here. I’ll come back in fifteen days-if you’re still here, it’ll be enough to 

show your sincerity. I’ll give you a chance to convince the sect master!” Qing didn’t want to show 

anything in front of Lin Yi, so she just used cold and formal words. 

“Sure!” Lin Yi nodded. 

“Remember, you have to stand here. You can’t rest!” “If you can’t do it, you can leave the mountain!” 

Qing said. 

“I can do it!” Lin Yi said. 

Qing Zhu nodded and left without saying anything. 

Lin Yi’s heart was filled with excitement and joy. He knew that this was elder Qing’s hard work. She 

didn’t say it, but Lin Yi could feel it! They could only keep their gratitude for elder Qing in their hearts 

and have a tacit understanding with each other. 

However, they had to stand here for half a month, and they weren’t allowed to rest or leave. Lin Yi 

didn’t know whether to laugh or cry at this request! If the person standing here wasn’t Lin Yi but some 

other Mystic class master, they’d probably be dead in half a month, right? 

Although elder Qing did not say that they were not allowed to eat and drink, since they were not 

allowed to leave, where else could they eat and drink? Who would carry a large amount of food with 

them for no reason? Every cultivator knew that the period of the trial was three days, so they only 

brought some elixirs to replenish their energy. However, they couldn’t bring too many. Half a month was 

definitely not enough! 

Fortunately, Lin Yi had the Jade space and could go in to replenish his energy at any time. Not to 

mention half a month, even half a year wouldn’t be a problem! 



Qing returned to the sect master’s room and replied,””Palace Master, he has agreed!” 

“Alright, then let’s wait for him to back off.” The sect master nodded, returning to her usual calm self-

there were other people in the room, and so she had to act like a sect master! 

…………………… 

Lingshan brought Liu Wangli, Wang hekan, and the others to Jiwu town to see the two victims, as well as 

the statement that the local police had made. 

From these things alone, it could be basically confirmed that the suspect was the same person as the 

previous cases. However, there was still no detailed conclusion on the appearance and characteristics of 

the suspect. This time, the suspect was also masked! 

Song Lingshan asked the father and son who were selling roasted sweet potatoes, but she didn’t get any 

useful information. 

“What did the other witnesses say?” Lingshan couldn’t find anything useful from the two victims, so she 

turned her attention to the witnesses. 

“Oh? What’s the model of the SUV and the license plate?” Song Lingshan’s face froze as she asked. 

“The old man didn’t know the model of the car, but according to his description, we found some photos 

of the car for him to identify. Basically, we can be sure that it should be a Land Rover. As for the license 

plate, the old man didn’t notice it. According to him, there was no license plate hanging on it.” The 

officer said to Lingshan. 

“Land Rover … It’s a Land Rover!” “Thank you for your help, these clues are very useful!” Lingshan 

nodded. 

When Lingshan was analyzing the case in Songshan, she’d locked onto a few possible car models-a Land 

Rover, a Volkswagen Tiguan, and a Chevrolet capachi. All three were off-road vehicles, and they’d all 

appeared in the surveillance cameras near the crime scenes! 

The suspect’s parking skills were very good. He would always choose some blind spots of the 

surveillance cameras. By the time he arrived at a place with cameras, he couldn’t tell which car it was! 

Lingshan and Wangli had to go through all the security cameras around the crime scenes to come up 

with the three possibilities. 

She couldn’t be sure which car it was, but after hearing the police’s description, she was pretty sure that 

the suspect was in a Land Rover without a license plate! 

“Let’s go to the highway management Department to get the surveillance video!” Lingshan didn’t stop-

she brought people to the Highway Department to get the footage. 

From the surveillance video of Jiuju town’s toll station, it could be seen that before and after the 

incident, there was indeed a Land Rover without a license plate passing back and forth at the toll 

station. However, there was only one person in the Land Rover. It was a short and fat man wearing large 

sunglasses, which did not match the physical characteristics of the suspect. In other words, this person 

was only the driver, not the suspect! 



As for the suspect, he must be hidden in the car, but the back glass of the car was covered with a dark 

protective film, so he couldn’t see the scene in the back seat or the trunk. If the suspect was curled up in 

the trunk or the back seat, it wouldn’t be captured at all on the video at the toll station! 

“Copy this video and check the identity of this man in sunglasses!” Even so, Lingshan and the others had 

made a breakthrough. They didn’t find the suspect’s face, but they did find the driver’s face. They should 

be able to find some clues from the driver! 

“Yes!” Liu Wangli quickly replied. 

“But I don’t think we can find anything from this person.” Wang hekan frowned.”Since this person 

showed up directly, he should be prepared to be investigated. The highway is not the only way to come 

to Jiuju town. There are also free National Highways. There are no toll stations there, so there won’t be 

any cameras! Why did he have to take the highway? I don’t think he’s afraid of being investigated!” 

“No matter what, this is an extremely important clue. Although what you said makes sense, it’s just a 

guess.” Lingshan wouldn’t give up on any possible leads. 

Wang hekan didn’t say anything else, and the group drove back to Songshan. They got the CCTV footage 

from the toll station as well. Songshan was a large toll station, and there were cameras from all angles. 

Song Lingshan hoped to find some clues from this! 

The first few videos were all similar to the one she saw at the toll station, and there wasn’t anything new 

to be found. Just as she was about to give up, the last video caught her attention! 

It was a video of the road after the car passed the toll station, and there weren’t many chances to refer 

to it, but Lingshan realized something important from this video! 

The Land Rover that didn’t have a license plate stopped on the side of the road after driving out of the 

toll station for a distance. A man wearing a mask got out of the car, and his physical characteristics 

matched the suspect ‘s! 

“It’s this person, there’s no mistake!” Song Lingshan froze the image and pointed at the suspect. 

“It should be him. So this land Rover must be the vehicle that the suspect used every time.” Liu Wangli 

said,”keep looking, see what he’s up to!” 

Lingshan nodded and continued watching the footage. To her surprise, the suspect took out a car plate 

from the trunk and hung it on the car! 

“He actually got a license plate?” Lingshan was surprised-wasn’t that unnecessary? 

“Yes, the traffic police are on duty at the entrance of the city every day, checking some vehicles without 

license plates!” “They’re probably afraid of getting stopped by the traffic police,”Wangli said. 

“I see!” Lingshan nodded.”From the clarity of the footage, we can’t see the license plate number. Liu 

Wangli, make a copy of the surveillance footage and hand it over to the technical department to restore 

the license plate. Get the license plate number as soon as possible!” 

“Understood!” Liu Wangli nodded and did as he was told. 



…………………… 

It started in the afternoon, and a Blizzard started blowing on the mountain. Palm-sized snowflakes flew 

around, hitting Lin Yi’s head and face, but he didn’t even frown! 

He was standing in the direction of the blizzard, because behind him was Feng Xiaoxiao! Lin Yi chose to 

use his own body to shield her from the wind and snow so that the wind and snow wouldn’t hit her. 

After finding a suitable spot, Lin Yi closed his eyes and entered the Jade space to replenish his energy. 

He hadn’t consumed a single grain for a few days and had to stand here all the time. One could imagine 

how much energy he had used up, but with the energy from the Jade space, Lin Yi didn’t have any 

problems. 

On the high platform, the sect master and Qing, one in white and one in green, were standing in the 

middle of the blizzard as well, but unlike Lin Yi, they didn’t seem to be affected at all. In fact, they 

seemed to be enjoying themselves. 

“Aunt Qing, I’m starting to believe what you’re saying. He’s really putting in a lot of effort for his 

girlfriend!” The sect master said, sighing as she looked at Lin Yi in the distance. 

Chapter 1534: Fifteen days later 

“I didn’t say that he was lying. It’s just that his strength is too low, so no one can believe it! Do you think 

a third level refiner would deal with a Mystic? Is this real?” The sect master asked. 

“That’s …” Qing fell silent-this was a bit of a blow, but the sect master was telling the truth. Even the 

second level refiner was very proud, let alone a third level refiner. He would only show respect to the 

elders and the sect master-he didn’t even care about the others. 

“Aunt Qing, let’s go back.” “Time to rest!” The sect master said faintly. 

“Ling Yi … I wonder if he can hold on? According to the reports of the disciples patrolling nearby, he 

hasn’t left, nor has he eaten anything or taken any spirit medicine. I really don’t know how much 

perseverance he has to persevere until now?” Qing was sighing, but there was a hint of praise in her 

words. 

“I know. If he faints, aunt Qing, you can go and see him.” The sect master said helplessly. 

The sun came out, and the blizzard slowly stopped. Lin Yi didn’t move the whole night, cultivating in the 

Jade space, and his body was covered in white snow! 

“Hu!” Lin Yi moved his body and shook off the snow on his body, feeling refreshed. He didn’t feel tired at 

all after training in the Jade space for a whole night, and he wasn’t affected by the blizzard at all. 

Qing! Who was standing far away, was surprised to see Lin Yi in high spirits. Even if a Mystic class master 

wasn’t tired after a whole night of snow, they wouldn’t be full of energy! 

Why did Lin Yi look like he just woke up? Could it be that this person could still sleep while standing in 

the blizzard? Qing Zhu felt that it was unbelievable! 



However, seeing Lin Yi’s face, she was relieved. As for how Lin Yi did it, Qing didn’t care. Everyone had 

their own secrets, and Qing didn’t need to know! 

Lin Yi was able to defeat naipao and nitian, and that was a very special situation in itself-it was normal 

for him to have some hidden cards up his sleeve. 

Seeing Qing return so naturally, the sect master was curious.””He’s fine?” 

“I’m fine. I feel refreshed, as if I just woke up. ” Little Qing said with a smile. 

“No way? How is this possible?” “He didn’t take any medicine?” the sect master blinked. 

“As far as I know, he doesn ‘T. And he doesn’t seem to have brought enough spirit herbs up the 

mountain.” Qing said. 

“Then let’s see?” The sect master didn’t say anything else. 

In the blink of an eye, fifteen days had passed-Qing would sneak a look at Lin Yi every morning and 

evening, and sometimes at midnight-she’d stand on the platform with the sect master, but wouldn’t 

appear in front of him. 

This was a test of Lin Yi’s willpower. Fifteen days of being ignored was a torture for a person, but 

fortunately, Lin Yi had received strict training. Loneliness was nothing to him! 

Plus, he had Xiaoxiao and Skybolt pig as company-the two couldn’t talk, but it made Lin Yi feel like they 

weren’t the same person! 

On the evening of the fifteenth day, Qing floated over and appeared in front of Lin Yi on time! These 

days, Lin Yi’s willpower and strength had surprised Qing. From her point of view, a Mystic class 

practitioner could at most last a week! But Lin Yi held on for fifteen days! 

And that wasn’t all-the problem was that Lin Yi was still full of energy after fifteen days. Qing couldn’t 

help but wonder what Lin Yi had been doing these past few days. Why did it seem like he was no 

different from when they first met? 

He didn’t look like someone who had been tortured for half a month in the snow! 

“Ling Yi, I’ve agreed to give you a chance. You can come with me now!” Qing said to Lin Yi, her face as 

calm as ever, without a trace of emotion. 

“Many thanks, senior!” Lin Yi let out a breath of relief-his persistence had finally moved the Ice Palace, 

giving him a chance to convince the sect master himself! 

Elder Qing only said that he’d have a chance, but didn’t say that he’d give the fruit to him for sure. In 

other words, Lin Yi had to show his capabilities to convince the sect master to give him the fruit! 

“No need to thank me, the rest is up to you!” “That’s all I can do!”Qing Zhu said indifferently. 

Lin Yi’s eyes started to get wet at elder Qing’s words! Lin Yi clenched his fist and said seriously,”Senior, 

no matter if this works out or not, I’ll remember your kindness. I’ll definitely repay you one day!” 

“Lin Yi?” Qing Zhu’s eyebrows raised slightly. 



“My real name is Lin Yi, Ling Yi is just a fake name.” Lin Yi didn’t need to hide anything from elder Qing 

anymore-if the Ice Palace found out that he was using a fake name, they wouldn’t believe that he’d 

found a refiner, and that wouldn’t be good. He might as well be honest! 

“You’re quite honest. ” Qing didn’t think much of it-Lin Yi’s actions were normal to him. There were no 

sects or clans behind these practitioners, and if they offended someone from a sect or clan during the 

test, they’d be the target of revenge. To prevent that from happening, it was reasonable for them to use 

a fake name. 

Qing picked up the jade box and stone tablet, and brought Lin Yi to the reception room. The sect master 

was already seated in the main seat, still in her white muslin dress, elegant and beautiful. 

“Lin Yi greets the sect master!” After entering, Lin Yi greeted the sect master politely with a fist salute. 

Lin Yi could call Qing “senior” because he felt that she was a good person, and she was indeed older 

than him! But calling a girl like the sect master “senior” was a little weird-he’d rather just call her the 

sect master, as it was more formal! 

Chapter 1535: Chapter 1533-insatiable 

“Yes, Palace Master!” Lin Yi nodded.”Palace Master, please give me a fire Spirit’s fruit. I’ll help you find a 

third class refiner within two years!” 

“Why should I believe you?” “You’re just a solo practitioner with no house or sect-what makes you think 

I’d believe that you’d be able to hire a third-level refiner in two years?”the sect master said faintly. 

“Rogue cultivators are not necessarily inferior to clans or sects! Zhang naipao or Feng nitian, they’re 

both from the ancient world, didn’t they lose to me too?” Lin Yi puffed up his chest proudly as he 

spoke,”I don’t know if the sect master has ever heard of this saying-a hero isn’t afraid of a weak 

background, but if you’re ambitious, you’ll be proud no matter where you are! I may be a solo 

practitioner, but how do you know that I won’t have a house or a sect one day?” 

“Alright!” The sect master didn’t say anything, but Qing clapped her hands.”Well said, a hero doesn’t 

care about his background! You’re a solo cultivator, and you’re already the strongest under Earth Class 

at this age. If you say you can start a family or a sect in the future, I believe you!” 

“Anyone can say empty words and big talk. Why should I believe you?” The sect master, on the other 

hand, wasn’t as worried as Qing-she only looked at Lin Yi and asked,””Have you ever seen an Alchemist? 

Do you know an Alchemist? Where are you going to find an Alchemist for me in two years?” 

“That’s …” Lin Yi couldn’t help but smile bitterly. He didn’t know how to answer the sect master’s 

question! Lin Yi didn’t know how to explain it. Was he supposed to tell her that he wanted to become a 

refiner? 

But if he didn’t answer or just said something half-heartedly, he wouldn’t be able to get past the sect 

master. Lin Yi could tell that the sect master was young, but she was very smart-he wouldn’t be able to 

just make up a story to trick her. 



“Actually, I’m currently learning alchemy. In two years, I’ll definitely be able to become an Alchemist 

above the third realm!” Lin Yi thought for a while and decided to tell the truth-only then would the sect 

master be convinced! 

“You? Learn alchemy?” The sect master’s eyes went wide as if she’d just heard the funniest joke of the 

day. Even her usually cold face showed a hint of surprise! She didn’t know what to say anymore! 

The sect master didn’t know how to describe this person. Was he too arrogant or overconfident? Or was 

he simply lying to him? 

“Yes, I am!” Lin Yi nodded seriously. 

“Are you making fun of me?” The sect master couldn’t help but frown-she didn’t know what to say to 

this man. “It’s good to have ambition, but overconfidence is arrogance. ” 

“Don’t you think that before alchemists become alchemists, they are not ordinary cultivators?” Lin Yi 

asked. 

“It’s not that I’m underestimating you, but your words are truly hard for me to believe. ” “There are too 

many people who want to become a refiner, but those who can actually become one are few and far 

between!” The sect master said faintly. 

Lin Yi stretched out his hand, and a fire element refinement fire appeared in his right hand. Sometimes, 

facts spoke louder than words, and Lin Yi had to show his ability to convince the other party.”What do 

you think now?” 

“Pill fire? You’ve already condensed a solid pill fire?” Qing was a little surprised. Although not all people 

who could condense a pill fire could become an Alchemist, and many people gave up halfway, all 

alchemists started from condensing the pill fire. 

The sect master raised a brow, evidently surprised as well, but her expression didn’t change 

much.”Condensing the elixir fire is the first step to becoming an Alchemist. However, an Alchemist 

needs talent. Being able to condense the elixir fire doesn’t necessarily mean that one can become an 

Alchemist. There are too many alchemists who give up halfway!” 

The sect Master’s words were a direct hit to Lin Yi’s life! Lin Yi didn’t want to admit it, but he had to-the 

sect master was strong, young as she was, but a Sky Class master’s knowledge was different. 

Lin Yi could be said to have just stepped into the door of a refiner, but he was still stuck at controlling 

fire-if he didn’t make any progress, he’d be just like those refiners who gave up halfway! 

If one couldn’t raise the temperature of the alchemy fire, then they would be useless. The alchemy fire 

in their hands could only be used as a toy, and it was useless for alchemy. 

“I will work hard.” Lin Yi said. 

“I’ll trust you this once. I’ll give you a fire Spirit’s fruit, and if you can become a third level refiner or 

higher within two years, you’ll be an eternal ally of the Ice Palace. Otherwise, you’ll be an enemy. Think 

about the consequences of lying to the Ice Palace. ” The sect master’s trust in Lin Yi this time was just 

giving face to aunt Qing-she still couldn’t believe that Lin Yi could become a third level refiner in two 

years! 



Even if he was a genius in the field of alchemy, it would still take him more than ten years to become a 

third-grade Alchemist even if he started learning alchemy from a young age. How could he possibly 

become a third-grade Alchemist from a person who had just started learning alchemy in two years? 

If being an Alchemist was so easy to cultivate, then this profession would have long become a common 

one! The sky elixir sect’s young master was already twenty years old, but he was only a golden class 

second level refiner-he hadn’t broken through to the third level yet. Even in a refiner family like this, it 

was impossible to level up this quickly, let alone a freelancer like Lin Yi! 

And so, the sect master didn’t believe at all that Lin Yi could become a third level or higher-she was only 

giving face to the Ice Palace and aunt Qing. 

“Can I have two …” Lin Yi asked weakly. 

“Oh?” The sect master thought she’d heard wrong-she cried out in shock! Although she usually 

pretended to be very serious, she was only a teenager. She really couldn’t imagine how this person in 

front of her could be so thick-skinned. She promised to give him a fire spirit fruit because of aunt Qing, 

and he was so thick-skinned to ask for two? 

“What’s wrong?” Lin Yi felt that he was asking too much, but he had to give it a try. Since he was here, 

he couldn’t just save Feng Xiaoxiao, his future mother-in-law was still waiting to be cured! 

Chapter 1536: Chapter 1534-rarely seen 

“Ugh …” Lin Yi was just asking-getting the fruit was already extremely difficult, asking for a second one 

from the Ice Palace was no longer a problem of shamelessness-it was forcing them. 

“Besides, even if it’s just this one, I still have to get to the bottom of it.” “You said you’re using the fruit 

to treat your girlfriend,” the sect master said,”but as far as I know, the fruit isn’t a medicine, is it? How 

are you going to treat your girlfriend with the fruit?” 

“There’s a cold Qi in my girlfriend’s body. To put it simply, it’s a cold poison.” “I have to eat the fruit to 

suppress the yin Qi inside me, otherwise my life will be in danger …” Lin Yi said. 

“Cold Yin Qi? Cold poison?” The sect master frowned-cold poison was only a thing of legend, and no one 

had ever heard of it in real life. Of course, normal people often called it cold poison, but it wasn’t 

actually. 

“Yes, I am!” Lin Yi nodded,”I’ve looked up some ancient books. There’s a way to treat the cold poison. 

It’s to eat the fire Spirit’s fruit.” 

“Let me see your girlfriend.” The sect master nodded, but she still had to confirm it-this wasn’t just 

about being responsible for the sect, it was about being responsible for aunt Qing! What if aunt Qing’s 

kindness caused her to give the fruit to a scammer? aunt Qing would probably blame herself. 

“This … Is fine!” Lin Yi nodded after some thought. 

His instinct told him that the sect master wouldn’t do anything to hurt Xiaoxiao-he was like an ant in 

front of her, and if she really wanted to do something to him, he wouldn’t be able to run. The difference 

in strength between the two was just too big. 



And so, even if the sect master wanted to harm Lin Yi and Xiaoxiao, Lin Yi wouldn’t be able to stop her-

he just agreed, letting Xiaoxiao off his back and holding her in his arms, telling the sect master to check 

her condition. 

The sect master nodded and put her hand on Xiaoxiao’s arm. The sect master wasn’t a doctor, but Sky 

Class Masters were all experienced and knowledgeable-they’d be able to sense some common diseases, 

not to mention the cold poison. If it really did exist, Xiaoxiao’s condition would be different from normal 

people. 

“Using a fire Spirit’s fruit to treat cold poison-that’s quite a rare thing …” The sect master had only just 

finished her sentence when a look of disbelief appeared on her face! She was sitting on a chair, but she 

stood up all of a sudden and glared at Lin Yi,”You … You said she was poisoned with cold poison?” 

“No…” Lin Yi found it weird that the sect master would have such a huge reaction. 

The sect master wanted to say “Ice Poison your ass,” but didn’t think it was very elegant. She was so 

excited that she didn’t want to argue with Lin Yi anymore-she started checking Xiaoxiao’s meridians. 

“Sect master … You’re …” Qing was curious about her actions. 

“Aunt Qing, you’re very knowledgeable. Come and help me take a look. This woman’s physique … Is very 

similar to the icy heart Jade bone physique that master mentioned … But it’s not quite the same. The 

cold energy in her body seems to be purer!” “Could it be …” The sect master said, excited. 

“What!” Qing’s face froze at the sect Master’s words, and she quickly reached out to grab Xiaoxiao’s 

wrist with a shocked look! 

Qing Zhu sucked in a breath of cold air. “It’s not the icy heart Jade bone body, it’s definitely not … Palace 

Master, you mean …” 

“The legendary cold Yin body. This kind of body actually exists!” The sect master said, shocked.”This kind 

of physique hasn’t appeared in a thousand years!” 

“Yes, it’s said that our founder had this Constitution, but for so many years, it’s been very hard to find 

someone with the icy heart Jade bone Constitution. Our Ice Palace and Snow Valley have been looking 

for an inheritor of this Constitution, but who would’ve thought …” Qing said, getting more and more 

excited.”As expected, it’s the extreme Yin cold Qi!” 

The two’s conversation confused Lin Yi-he didn’t know what they were trying to do, echoing each other. 

Did they not want to give him the fruit, or did they have other intentions? But Lin Yi didn’t interrupt 

them-he’d ask if the two had other intentions. 

“You’re going to give her the fruit?” As expected, the sect master asked after checking Xiaoxiao. 

“Yeah, what’s wrong with that?” Lin Yi asked. 

“What a waste of heavenly resources!” “She has a Yin body that’s hard to come by even in a thousand 

years,” the sect master said.”You’ll be able to suppress the yin Qi if you give her the fruit, but have you 

thought about the consequences?” She wasn’t a cultivator, so her body might be fine at the beginning, 

but as time passed, her body would become weaker and weaker! Plus, the fruit’s suppression is only 

temporary, it’s not for a lifetime!” 



“That’s …” Lin Yi was surprised-he knew about Xiaoxiao’s body, of course. He thought that it was a 

hereditary illness, but it turned out to be a rare cold Yin body. It seemed to be very important to the Ice 

Palace? 

“The fire Spirit’s fruit is precious to the Ice Palace because it can suppress the Qi that goes berserk 

during cultivation, allowing us to slowly refine it!” The sect master said. 

“Then …” Lin Yi frowned, not knowing what the sect master was trying to say-things seemed to have 

changed … 

“She’s your girlfriend?” The sect master suddenly thought of an important question. 

“Yes …” Lin Yi was confused, but he still nodded. 

“Then she’s already lost her virginity?” The sect master’s eyes were sharp as she glared at Lin Yi, as if she 

had some sort of grudge against him-Lin Yi shivered. 

“No…” Lin Yi shook his head and replied honestly. 

“That’s good …” The sect master breathed in relief,” “That’s great, that’s great …” 

“What’s good?” Lin Yi asked. 

But the sect master didn’t reply-she picked Xiaoxiao up and said,”Aunt Qing, let’s go back first! I want to 

immediately ask the elder Council to verify her physique …” 

Chapter 1537: Chapter 1535-obstruction! 

The sect master didn’t bother with Lin Yi-she turned and left with Xiaoxiao in her arms, leaving the room 

in a blink! 

Lin Yi didn’t think much about it and subconsciously ran out of the room, but a Sky Class master was 

already very fast-Lin Yi couldn’t catch up to him no matter how hard he tried! 

“Let go of my girlfriend!” At this point, Lin Yi was truly panicking-he didn’t care that the person was a Sky 

Class anymore! He couldn’t be blamed for panicking-the sect master and Qing had been looking at 

Xiaoxiao like she was some sort of treasure, and Lin Yi really was worried that they’d do something to 

her! 

Earlier, they were talking about something like an inheritance, and Lin Yi was even more confused. He 

was afraid that the Ice Palace had some sort of tradition, and they wanted to use Xiaoxiao to refine 

something, so how could he let them take her away? 

Plus, the sect master’s question made him even more uncertain-if they weren’t planning something, 

why would they ask if Xiaoxiao had lost her virginity? Lin Yi didn’t understand why the Ice Palace would 

ask this question, but it wasn’t uncommon to see young boys and girls being used for rituals! 

Seeing that the sect master wasn’t paying attention to him, Lin Yi gathered all his strength and 

compressed it into an energy bomb, throwing it at the sect master! 

Lin Yi was lucky, but there was a time limit. The energy in his energy bomb wasn’t much, so he wasn’t 

afraid of accidentally hurting Xiaoxiao. 



But the sect master didn’t even turn her head-she dodged it with a slight move, and the bomb hit the 

wall, creating a huge hole! 

In the next moment, the sect master stopped, her eyes full of surprise as she looked at the wall that Lin 

Yi had destroyed. 

“How did you do it?” This was the first time the sect master looked Lin Yi in the eye-she’d never looked 

at him in the eye before. Mystic, even the number one Mystic, was a small existence in the eyes of Sky 

Class Masters, especially in the eyes of Sky Class late phase peak like the sect master! And so, in her 

excitement, she picked up Xiaoxiao and left, not putting Lin Yi in her eyes at all-she couldn’t even be 

bothered to talk to him. But this move of Lin Yi’s reminded her of the time when he dealt with naipao 

and nitian.”The compressed true energy you just used?” 

“Where are you taking my girlfriend?” Lin Yi didn’t know if the sect master would be angry at him for 

that energy bomb, but he still stuck his chest out and asked. 

“I don’t need the fruit to wake her up,” “When she wakes up, I’ll bring her to you!” The sect master said. 

“I see …” Lin Yi let out a breath of relief-if the sect master said so, it had to be true. Otherwise, with her 

strength, she wouldn’t be afraid of him even if he had an energy bomb! With the sect master’s strength, 

there was no need to lie to him. 

“You can’t use up all the Qi in your body?” The sect master frowned as she looked at Lin Yi, confused. 

“I have my own way of cultivation!” Lin Yi said. 

The sect master nodded-Lin Yi didn’t want to talk about it, and so she didn’t ask. Everyone’s 

practitioner’s Arts were a secret, just like how the sect wouldn’t just give it to strangers. 

At this moment, Qing walked over. The hole in the wall of the Ice Palace had shocked her! 

“Don’t worry, Palace Master can wake her up!” Qing gave Lin Yi a comforting look.”Men aren’t allowed 

in the inner sect-it’s a rule that can’t be broken!” 

“So it’s like this!” Lin Yi nodded,”alright, senior, Palace Master, I’ll wait here!” We’re in trouble!” 

Since they said they could wake Xiaoxiao up, no matter what their purpose was, Lin Yi would thank 

them. 

The sect master and Qing floated away, and Lin Yi watched as they left-he was worried, but there was 

nothing he could do. 

“Palace Master … She’s Lin Yi’s girlfriend, after all …” Qing smiled bitterly. 

“Aunt Qing … I’m just in a hurry …” The sect master wouldn’t admit that she was looking down on Lin Yi. 

“But, that Lin Yi has his own way of doing things-he can use compressed Qi. This kind of move that kills a 

thousand enemies at the cost of eight hundred of his own … It seems like he’s only killing a thousand 

enemies without doing any damage to himself?” 

“I’ve already said that he’s a wandering cultivator and is different from the others. If you can form a 

good relationship with him, don’t make him your enemy.” Qing said. 



“It’s impossible-his girlfriend will become the heir of the Ice Palace. After she receives the inheritance, 

I’ll step down and join the elder Council …” The sect master said. 

“She really does have a cold Yin body-if she can really take the inheritance, it’ll be a great fortune for the 

Ice Palace! I’ve finally found the inheritor that I haven’t been able to find!” Qing nodded. 

“Yeah, the Sky Class meeting is in a few years-I didn’t think we’d be able to find an heir before that!” 

“It’s a good thing Lin Yi came to the Ice Palace to look for the fire Spirit’s fruit-if he’d come to the valley, 

he’d have become the Valley’s inheritor!”The sect master said. 

The Ice Palace and the snow Valley both trained in ice-type Arts, and so the requirements for the 

practitioner’s body were very similar. The body of the ice heart and Jade bone was the most suitable for 

training, but these two ancient sects happened to be two of the four big sects that opened Sky Class 

Island! 

Finding an inheritor with the same Constitution was even more difficult. How envious would the snow 

Valley be when they heard that the Ice Palace had found an inheritor with a cold Yin body? 

As they spoke, the two arrived at the Ice Palace’s Elder Council. 

“All the elders, come out and see the palace Master. The palace Master has something important to 

announce to everyone!” Little Qing shouted towards the elder compound. 

Normally, the sect or sect head would be very respectful when she went to the elders for a discussion-it 

was rare for the elders to come out and meet the sect head. This was enough to show the status of the 

sect head and Qing. 

“Greetings, Palace Master!” It was the sect elder, Sky Class late phase peak, who spoke-he didn’t show 

any disrespect in front of the sect master, since they were on the same level. The sect master, however, 

was the sect master, after all, and it was only natural for her to greet him. 

Chapter 1538: Chapter 1536-Xiaoxiao wakes up 

A sect with seven Sky Class Masters, with two of them at Sky Class late phase peak-this was what made 

the Ice Palace so strong. 

“First elder, take a look at this girl.” The sect master nodded to the elder, lifting Xiaoxiao up. 

“Oh?” The first elder didn’t know what the sect master was doing, but she did as she was told-she 

looked at Xiaoxiao closely and didn’t find anything wrong,””Palace Master, what do you mean?” 

“Check her body condition.” The sect master didn’t know whether to laugh or cry at the fact that the 

elder didn’t understand her intentions. 

The elder heard the sect Master’s words and quickly reached out to grab Xiaoxiao’s arm. A moment 

later, she cried out,””Eh? Cold Yin body? Did he really have a cold Yin body? It’s the legendary cold Yin 

body. It’s exactly the same as the records left behind by the ancestor!” 

“What? Cold Yin body?” The other elders heard the first elder’s words, and their eyes went wide as well, 

eager to check out Xiaoxiao’s condition! 



“That’s right, it’s the cold Yin body!” “What do you think, Grand Elder?” the sect master nodded. 

“Palace Master, this is the ancestor’s blessing! The heavens are protecting our Ice Palace! A cold Yin 

body is even more suitable for the arts of our Ice Palace than the ice heart and Jade bones! Our Ice 

Palace’s founder was different from the snow Valley’s founder-the snow Valley’s founder had an ice 

heart and Jade bones, so their Arts were specially created for that. ” “But the founder of the Ice Palace 

had a cold Yin body,” the elder said. “The arts of the Ice Palace are also the most suitable for people 

with cold Yin bodies, but no one has ever had a cold Yin body, so no one has been able to reach the 

extreme level of the arts …” 

“This girl doesn’t know how to guide the yin energy in her body, so the yin energy seeped into her heart 

and spleen, causing her to be unconscious!” “Great elder,” the palace Master said.”You and I will work 

together to suppress the cold Yin Qi in her body first. When she wakes up, I will officially accept her as 

my Junior Sister on behalf of master!” 

“Alright!” The elder nodded seriously-she naturally knew how important Xiaoxiao was to the Ice Palace, 

and agreed without hesitation. Although suppressing the yin Qi in her body required a lot of Qi, and it’d 

take a while for her to fully recover even as a Sky Class late phase peak! 

But it was a good thing he was working with the sect master-the two Sky Class late phase peak wouldn’t 

be too much of a burden! 

“The other elders, please protect me and the Grand Elder!” With that, the sect master put Xiaoxiao 

down. 

“Everyone, line up!” Little Qing instructed the others. 

The sect master and the elder, on the other hand, clasped onto Xiaoxiao’s meridians and started 

channeling their Arts-in an instant, a cold Qi exploded between the two! 

“Let’s first force the cold Yin Qi out of her body, then suppress the cold Yin Qi in her body!” The sect 

master said. 

The great elder nodded, and the two of them began this difficult task together! 

In an instant, Xiaoxiao’s body started to emit a cold air. Not long after, a layer of ice crystals quickly 

formed on the surface of her body, and as time passed, the ice crystals increased, forming a thick layer! 

“It’s done!” “Now, let’s work together to suppress the yin Qi inside her!” The elder said to the sect 

master. 

The sect master nodded, and a layer of mist appeared on their hands, covering Xiaoxiao’s meridians! It 

was freezing cold, but the sect master and Grand Elder were both starting to sweat-it wasn’t an easy 

job! 

This process lasted for about half an hour before the sect master and the Grand Elder let out a long 

breath-it seemed that they’d managed to suppress the yin Qi! 

“Aunt Qing, carry her into the room to rest. I also want to rest!” The sect master said, wiping the sweat 

off her forehead. 



“Yes, Palace Master!” Qing picked up Xiaoxiao and walked towards the guest room. 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, was pacing back and forth in front of the Ice Palace-the high wall in front of 

him completely blocked his vision, and he had no idea what was going on inside! He hadn’t been this 

nervous in the fifteen days he’d been waiting at the entrance of the Ice Palace. 

Qing carried Xiaoxiao to the bed in the guest room, staying by her side the entire time. After a while, the 

ice crystals on Xiaoxiao’s body started to melt in the room temperature, and when they were all water, 

Xiaoxiao woke up. 

“Lin Yi honey? You saved me again?” Xiaoxiao’s first question was subconsciously. 

However, when she saw the situation in front of her, she was stunned! This was a place that she had 

never seen before, and the woman in front of her was a woman she did not know! 

Feng Xiaoxiao’s heart immediately became alert. She looked at the unfamiliar woman in front of her and 

wanted to get up, but she realized that she had no strength at all. 

“You’re awake?” Qing couldn’t help but smile when she saw Xiaoxiao looking for Lin Yi as soon as she 

woke up-it seemed like the relationship between these two was pretty good! 

“I … Where am I? You … Who are you?” Xiaoxiao asked. 

“This is the Ice Palace, your boyfriend Lin Yi brought you here to ask for the fire Spirit’s fruit. It was the 

sect master and the elder who saved you.” Little Qing explained. 

“Ice Palace? Then … What about Lin Yi? You fed me the fire spirit fruit?” Feng Xiaoxiao looked around 

and didn’t see Lin Yi. She felt that something was wrong. 

“No, it was the palace Master and the great elder who temporarily suppressed the yin Qi in your body.” 

Qing said. 

Xiaoxiao was about to say something when a voice came from the door.”Aunt Qing, she’s awake?” 

“Palace Master, she has already woken up!” Qing Zhu quickly stood up and said. 

“Aunt Qing, there are no outsiders here, so there’s no need to be so formal.” The sect master said 

quickly, turning to Xiaoxiao. “What’s your name?” 

“Who are you?” Xiaoxiao looked at the sect master warily-this was a pretty and elegant girl, but she 

didn’t care if she was pretty or not. She just wanted to see Lin Yi as soon as possible. “Where’s my Lin Yi 

hubby?” 

Chapter 1539: Chapter 1537-disagree 

  

“You saved me? Thank you! I’m Feng Xiaoxiao!” Xiaoxiao was a person who clearly knew what was good 

for her-she’d already learned from Qing that the sect master had saved her, but wasn’t this sect master 

a little too young? He was actually about the same age as her? 



“Feng Xiaoxiao, I’m interested in taking you in as a disciple on behalf of my master-you can join the Ice 

Palace and learn our Arts!” “What do you think?” the sect master asked. 

“I …” Xiaoxiao froze-this was too sudden, and she wasn’t prepared for it at all. She didn’t know why the 

Ice Palace wanted her to join them all of a sudden. 

The sect master thought that Xiaoxiao was too excited by the news-after all, they were an ancient sect, 

and there were countless people fighting for the ten outer disciples. Xiaoxiao, on the other hand, was an 

inner disciple right away, and the sect master’s sister-she was practically the next sect master! 

“I … Why should I join the Ice Palace? where’s Lin Yi honey? I want to see him!” Xiaoxiao didn’t know 

why the Ice Palace would suddenly make this request. 

Xiaoxiao’s answer surprised both Qing and the sect master! From what Xiaoxiao said, she didn’t want to 

join the Ice Palace? Could it be that it was their own wishful thinking? 

“Feng Xiaoxiao, do you know your own situation?” The sect master said, exasperated.”You have a rare 

Yin body, one that’s hard to come by in a thousand years-you were born to practice the arts of the Ice 

Palace! The yin Qi in your body, under the guidance of the Ice Palace Arts, will all turn into your own Qi, 

increasing your training speed by an unimaginable amount! As long as you accept the inheritance, you’ll 

be the next sect master!” 

“I …” Xiaoxiao was shocked as well-she didn’t think that she’d be able to practition, and that she’d be a 

rare practitioning genius, one who could even become the sect master! And so, Xiaoxiao couldn’t help 

but ask,””Then … Can I also become a Mystic?” 

“Profound grade?” The sect master paused, not knowing whether to laugh or cry.”Your future 

achievements will definitely be above mine-I’m Sky Class late phase peak right now!” 

“Sky Class … Late phase peak?” Xiaoxiao’s eyes were wide open-she knew more about practitioners 

because of her father and Lin Yi, but Mystic class Masters were rare even in the common world-and the 

sect master was a Sky Class, at the very peak of Sky Class! From what she said, he could also become a 

Sky Class master? 

“There’s no mistake! Moreover, you might become an existence surpassing the heaven rank!” The sect 

master said. 

Feng Xiaoxiao hesitated and said, “I’m going to ask Lin Yi honey, he told me to stay, so I’ll stay. ” 

“It’s your own business. Why ask him?” The sect master was furious-she really was afraid that Lin Yi 

wouldn’t agree after Xiaoxiao asked! 

Looking at Feng Xiaoxiao, if Lin Yi didn’t agree, she wouldn’t focus on training even if he forced her to 

stay! 

“I want to see him.” Xiaoxiao said, not caring what the sect master said. 

“Do you know that the cold Yin Qi in your body has only been temporarily suppressed? If you go back, 

you might not be able to live!” The sect master really didn’t know what to say.”Are you going to agree or 

not?” 



“I’m going to ask Lin Yi honey,” Xiaoxiao said. 

“…” The sect master was speechless, patting her forehead as she spoke helplessly to Qing,””Aunt Qing, 

bring Lin Yi in!” 

“But … I thought men weren’t allowed in the Ice Palace’s inner sect?” Qing asked, slightly surprised. 

“He’s not an outsider … He’s the husband of the next sect master …” The sect master shook her head, 

laughing at herself. 

“Ah … Okay!” Qing Zhu responded and left the room. 

Xiaoxiao breathed out in relief after hearing the sect master tell Qing to get Lin Yi. She’d never believed 

it when the sect master and Qing said that Lin Yi was fine and waiting outside. 

After all, they were all strangers here. They were all by her side when she woke up, and logically 

speaking, they should be her saviors, but Lin Yi wasn’t here, and she couldn’t help but feel uneasy. 

“Don’t worry, he’s fine. The strongest under Earth Class isn’t that simple …” The sect master’s head hurt-

this Feng Xiaoxiao seemed to listen to Lin Yi so much that even someone like her who wasn’t good at 

sucking up had to put in a few good words for her! 

Things had turned out differently from what she’d expected-the sect master thought that as long as 

Xiaoxiao woke up and told her that she’d take her in as a disciple, she’d just say yes-she didn’t believe 

that anyone would reject such a good offer! 

But Xiaoxiao didn’t feel anything at all, as if joining the sect wasn’t a big deal-she even wanted to ask Lin 

Yi for help! This made the sect master go crazy! 

In order to get Xiaoxiao to join the sect, the sect master had to force herself to praise Lin Yi a little in 

front of Xiaoxiao-it’d be a huge loss if she really didn’t want to join the sect! 

It was true that becoming an inner sect disciple was a difficult thing for normal practitioners, but it was 

also extremely difficult for the Ice Palace to find a disciple with the right potential! 

This was also why the sect master and Qing had been searching for someone with the ice heart Jade 

bone body all these years, but to no avail. Xiaoxiao was exactly the person they were looking for, and 

her talent even exceeded their expectations-how could they just let her go? 

As strong as the Ice Palace was, Xiaoxiao had to be willing to stay here and cultivate, accept the legacy, 

and open the sky Class Island. Otherwise, it wouldn’t matter if they forced her-they couldn’t just kill her, 

could they? 

“The strongest under Earth Class? What do you mean by that?” Feng Xiaoxiao heard about Lin Yi and 

immediately became interested. She quickly asked. 

The sect master wasn’t someone who liked to gossip, but when Xiaoxiao asked, she had to be patient 

and tell Xiaoxiao about Lin Yi’s participation in the test, and how he’d gotten the medicine for her in 

order to get on her good side. 

Chapter 1540: Persuasion (part one) 



To be honest, their relationship was just a joke at the start, but as time went on, they really did fall in 

love with each other. Xiaoxiao, however, didn’t think that Lin Yi would cross mountains and rivers to the 

extreme north for her, taking part in the Ice Palace test! 

Xiaoxiao’s heart couldn’t help but beat faster when she heard how Lin Yi fought naipao and nitian. She 

knew that Lin Yi had won for sure, but how could he be called the strongest under Earth Class 

otherwise? But Xiaoxiao couldn’t help but feel nervous-she wanted to know how Lin Yi dealt with these 

two masters from the ancient house and ancient sect! 

“That’s why … You should cherish a boyfriend like him … The first thing you need to do is to become a 

cultivator and get rid of the yin energy in your body. Otherwise, you’ll lose your life. How can you spend 

the rest of your life with him?” The sect master said it awkwardly-she’d never tried to persuade anyone 

before, but she had to do it step by step. 

“Hmm … I’ll have to ask Lin Yi honey first.” Xiaoxiao insisted. 

“You …” The sect master rolled her eyes, helpless.”Think about it, he’s a practitioner, not you-his 

ultimate goal is to break through Sky Class and enter the path of the sky. If you were a normal person, 

you’d only have a few decades to live, but a Sky Class master’s life is extremely long. What would he do 

if you died?” 

“Oh.” Xiaoxiao said. 

“You agree?” The sect master was overjoyed to hear this. 

“No, I didn ‘t,” Xiaoxiao said. 

Other than Lin Yi’s words, she didn’t really believe anyone else-the sect master looked friendly, but who 

knew what she was planning? Xiaoxiao didn’t believe that the Ice Palace was so poor that they couldn’t 

even get a disciple! 

If what the sect master said was true-only after passing the tough test could one become an outer 

disciple, and the other sects were already fighting over it-wouldn’t the Ice Palace be fighting over it if 

they wanted an inner disciple? 

Why did they only have their eyes on him? Alright, even if he had a cold Yin body, there was no need to 

do this, right? It didn’t really matter if he joined the Ice Palace or not-they already had so many Sky Class 

Masters, so why would they still need him? 

And so, Xiaoxiao only said “Oh” and “ah” without making any promises. 

“…” The sect master didn’t know what to say-it seemed that she’d have to talk to Lin Yi, and hope that 

he was an open-minded person. 

Lin Yi was anxiously waiting for Feng Xiaoxiao’s news when a green figure floated over. Lin Yi quickly 

went up and greeted,””Senior, my girlfriend, Xiao Xiao …” 

“She has already woken up. Come with me!” Qing nodded. 



“Argh! He’s awake? That’s great!” Lin Yi heard that Feng Xiaoxiao had woken up and felt a wave of 

comfort in his heart. He quickly caught up with Qing and said,”I thought men weren’t allowed in the Ice 

Palace?” 

“You’re an exception. ” Qing said. 

“Me? An exception?” Lin Yi blinked, not understanding why he was an exception. What’s more, he 

wasn’t an exception before, but now? 

“All the husbands of the Ice Palace Masters can enter the inner sect!” Qing said. 

“Ha?” Lin Yi’s eyes went wide,”the husband of the Ice Palace Master?” What do you mean?” 

Lin Yi jumped-was it that cold girl from the Ice Palace who’d fallen for him? They wanted to recruit him 

into their family? Lin Yi broke out in a cold sweat. The girl was pretty, but she was too cold! Moreover, 

how could it be so easy to be a husband who married into another family? Lin Yi didn’t want to spend 

the rest of his life here! 

Qing was surprised by Lin Yi’s reaction, but she quickly understood that Lin Yi had misunderstood her. 

She quickly explained,”Feng Xiaoxiao’s body is a rare cold Yin body-it’s the best body to practice the Ice 

Palace’s Arts! And so, the sect master wants to take her as a disciple on behalf of her master-she’ll 

officially take her as a sister and stay in the Ice Palace to continue cultivating!” 

“Oh?” Lin Yi frowned after hearing Qing’s words. “You’re taking Xiaoxiao in as an inner disciple?” 

“Not just an inner disciple, but also the next sect master!” Qing said,”her body is even more suited for 

our ice Arts than the sect master ‘s. She can directly receive the power of the ice Mountain, which 

means that there won’t be any barriers for us to break through. She can break through to Sky Class in 

one go!” 

“What!” Qing’s words shocked even Lin Yi, who had seen many things in his life! A barrier that he 

couldn’t break through could be broken through to the sky rank? What kind of existence was this? It was 

even more awesome than a cheat! 

But he quickly calmed down-he knew what the Ice Palace was like, and no matter how talented Xiaoxiao 

was, they didn’t need to give her such good conditions. If they told her to just cultivate here and get rid 

of the yin Qi, Lin Yi would believe it, but accepting the inheritance and becoming the sect master? this 

didn’t make sense! 

Lin Yi didn’t know what the Ice Palace’s legacy was, but he’d heard of similar legacies before. It was said 

that each generation could only pass it on to one person, and some special ones could only pass it on to 

two people at most. So the chance to pass on the legacy was very important-no matter how talented 

Xiaoxiao was, the Ice Palace couldn’t just pick anyone to receive the legacy, could they? 

“Why her?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I’ve already said that she has a rare, one-in-a-thousand-years cold Yin Constitution! To tell you the 

truth, the sect master failed when accepting the inheritance-there are strict requirements for the body 

of the inheritor-it has to be an ice body. The sect master, on the other hand, only has a fake ice heart 

Jade bone body, not a pure one!” Qing explained,”this kind of body is not very pure. You must take the 



icy heart Jadestone pill to temper it. Only then can you create an artificial icy heart Jadestone body!” 

This is also the reason why we said that we wanted to find a third grade or above Alchemist!” 

“Is the ice heart Jadestone pill a third-grade pill?” Lin Yi finally understood why being a refiner was so 

important to the Ice Palace. 

 


